
Product Description

unframed .8mm 3mm 4mm 5mm thick Colored
Mirror of top quality

 Material ： High quality tinted float glass; Italy
FENZI paint

 Thickness ： 4mm, 5mm, 6mm,etc
 Paint Color ： Grey, Yellow, Green, etc.

 Edgeworks ： Round edge/ Pencil edge/ C-edge;
Flat edge/Beveled edge, etc.

 Shape ：
Unframed, cut per customer's
demand, like round, square,
rectangular, etc.



 Size ： 1830 x 2440mm, 2134 x 3300mm or
customized

 OEM service : Available in shape, size, color, etc.
Payment Term： T/T, L/C, etc.
Application ：  Decoration, Furniture, Hotel, etc.

Colored Mirror : Environmentally friendly, Transforms internal spaces
with brilliance and perspective, Optical quality and durability

Colored Mirror : Easy processing and installation,Increase the feeling
of space and enhances interiors,Coated on the high quality mirror
grade float glass, with exactive image



Colored Mirror : Double coated, water-proof paint, Grey paint, bronze
paint, or grey paint available , The plating layer is rigid and bonded;
the protective layer is impregnable with good erosion-resistant

Certifications

         Our products have been approved by ISO 9001, ISO14001, KS,
CCC, SGS, TUV, and CE etc. We have cooperated with many famous
companies and have exported our products to more than 80 countries
all over the world. We have the confidence to go through any quality
trial and test and hope to establish a long-term business relation with
you!

FAQ
1. What is your minimum order quantity?
     Our MOQ is 1*20GP. Products of different sizes and specifications



could be mixed in one container.

2. Is your company a manufacturer or trading company?
   We are a manufacturer of glass and mirror products, and we have our
own factory and advanced production lines.

3. Can I get samples to check your quantity?
    Yes, samples can be provided for your reference.

4. Can you do the production as customized?
     Yes, we can produce products according to your requirements

Packing & Shipping

 



packing：Standard seaworthy wooden crates with moisture-proof paper
interleaved between two sheets.the packing also can be packaged，or
according as customer’s demands.
shipping：Within 15 days after receiving 30% deposit or L/C at sight

About Us
    As one of the best manufacturer and supplier for the world famous
brand of mirror and glass products for 6 years.With more than 10 years
experience on mirror glass field, 300 qualified RC&QC staffs and
workers, scores of imported machines and production lines;
enthusiastic and professional sales. Our main products are mirror,
silver mirror, aluminium mirror, bathroom mirror, decorative mirror,
processing mirror, safety mirror, colored mirror, tempered glass and
glass.
    For more further info，there are some ways of contact as follow：



Clients is our top priority！

We are looking forward to your inquiry！

Related Products
Processing Mirror              Colored mirror

Silver mirror                  Tempered glass

http://http://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/mounted-Processing-Mirror-glass-thick-with_60584530154.html
http://http://preview.alibaba.com/product/60612654409-803448652/2mm_3mm_4mm_5mm_6mm_thick_Colored_Mirror_tinted_glass_with_competitive_price_for_building.html
http://http://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/Manufacturing-plant-Silver-mirror-glass-sheet_60578789377.html
http://http://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/Manufacturing-clear-float-sheet-Tempered-glass_60580185445.html

